
Cauliflower “seeding 
         is believing”

Tokita Seed is a third generation company founded in 1917 by Mr 
Taisuke Tokita. In 1947 it started it’s activity as a limited company 
becoming one of the most important in the whole seed industry.

Over the years the brand Tokita gained a good reputation all 
around the world, spreading it step by step in most of the ter-
ritories.
This succes is also thanks to the strong commitment in breeding 
that the company started in 1949, developing several research 
stations around the the world such as Japan, India, China and 
Italy.

Due to it’s continuous development in 1973 the head office was 
moved to the main city of Saitama, located north-west of Tokyo, 
and for it’s hundred years anniversary the company inaugurated 
the new headquarter and modern warehouse.
This constant expanding was implemented also through several 
overseas investments with the establishment of the following 
sister companies:
• In 1990 Seed Qingdao International Co. Ltd.
• In 1998 Tokita Seed India Ltd
• In 2008 Tokita Sementi Italia srl
• In 2011 Tokita Seed America LLC
• ln 2016 Tokita Semillas Chile Spa

With it’s hundred years of activity Tokita Seed is nowaday known 
as one of the most reliable and important seed companies in 
the seed industry. Through it’s own research and seed production 
the company provides high and stable quality seeds, a global 
standard for the worldwide market.

Since 2008 TOKITA SEMENTI ITALY is the TOKITA SEED branch 
operating in Europe.
Company mission is the introduction of new product concepts 
into the European market.
TOMATOBERRY, colored cherry tomatoes and special sprouting 
broccoli varieties are the most famous TOKITA novelties already 
launched at a worldwide level, gaining also in Europe awards and 
special mentions during expositions or in specialized magazine.
Now TOKITA with the new branch TOKITA SEMENTI ITALIA well 
be closer to the European market and  needs.

“seeding 
         is believing”

BROCCOLI
e  CAULIFLOWER

Fujiyama F1
MATURITY 60-65
TYPE Intermediate
CURD SHAPE Dome
WEIGHT 1,2-1,5 kg 
FLOWER BUD FORMATION 20° - 25° 
NOTES Long shelf life

TSX-C35 F1
MATURITY 50-55
TYPE Sub tropical
CURD SHAPE Semi-dome
WEIGHT 1,2-1,4 kg 
FLOWER BUD FORMATION 20° - 25° 
NOTES Heat tolerant 

White Globe F1
MATURITY 75-80
TYPE Early temperature
CURD SHAPE Dome
WEIGHT 1,2-1,5 kg 
FLOWER BUD FORMATION 15° - 20° 
DESEASE Black rot and tolerance 
NOTES Holds well in field

TSX-C37 F1
MATURITY 50-55
TYPE Sub tropical
CURD SHAPE Semi-dome
WEIGHT 1,2-1,4 kg 
FLOWER BUD FORMATION 20° - 25° 
NOTES Heat tolerant 

Fioretto F1
MATURITY 65-70-75-85
TYPE Stick 

Tokita Sementi Italia srl 
Via Minarda, 24 – 47122 Forlì - ITALY 
tel +39 0543 756143 - fax +39 0543 756571
info@tokitasementi.it
www.tokitasementi.it


